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Portraits of Ko Kun-hua (戈鲲化)

- CD-ROM (4 ¾ in.)
  (Total 8 photos; b&w; 6 portraits of Ko Kun-hua and 2 portraits of Mr. William Hung)

- 1 small album
  (1 portrait of Ko (b&w); 6 photos of his manuscripts; each 16 x 11 cm.)

- 6 portraits of Ko (without frame; b&w; 34 x 19 cm., 34 x 18 cm., 46 x 28 cm., and, 43 x 26 cm.)

Footnotes on some of photos: Ku Kung-Hua, Professor of Chinese at Harvard, 1879-1882.; Ko K’un-hua, original [photo.] in Harvar Yenching Library.

- 1 portrait of Ko (with frame; b & w; 32 x 17 cm.)

Articles relating to Ko Kun-hua (戈鲲化) & Chinese language teaching at Harvard

A) Articles

  (with 2 photocopies of this articles)

- “The beginning of Chinese studies and Chinese students at Harvard”, by Bernadette Yu-ning Li.
B) Printouts


- “Ahead of his time”

- “Pointing our thoughts: Harvard University campaign kickoff speech”, Sanders Theatre, May 14, 1994. (p. 239-254)

- “Harvard’s Chinese professor: Prof. Ko Kun Hua’s arrival—what it is desired to accomplish”

- “Professor Kun-Hua Ko: the funeral services in Appleton Chapel”
  From: Boston daily Advertiser, Friday, Feb. 17, 1882.


- “戈鲲化: 传薪美利坚” (in Chinese) by 张宏生

C) Typescripts

“Chinese students at Harvard: a brief history” (no publishing information)

(It mentioned that Ko was appointed in 1879 to a new chair of Chinese instruction. “Ko was selected in China by Francis P. Knight of Cambridge, then American Consul at
Newchuang, in consultation with Edward B. Drew, H.B. Morse and Robert Hart who were the initiators of the whole undertaking, and their autograph letters dated 1879 in support of the project …”

D) Letters

Manuscript copies of correspondences referring to the raising of funds for the employment of an instructor of Chinese at Harvard including letters written by U.S. Consul Francis P. Knight to Charles W. Eliot, President of Harvard University, on the appointment of Mr. Ko Kun-hua, dated from June 1879 to Apr. 1882.